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PROTECTION DEVICE SELECTION AGAINST TRANSIENT SURGE FOR TELEPHONE AND DATA LINES

### Telephone lines
- **Screw**: ATLAN POE AT-2204
- **RJ11**: ATLAN-C 8 AT-2221
- **RJ45**: ATLAN 24/16/8 AT-2223
- **KRONE**: ATLAN 24/16/8 AT-2224

### Data Lines
- **Screw**: AT-9101
- **DB9**: AT-9104

### Computer Lines
- **CAT 5E**: ATLAN 12/8/4 CAT6 AT-2226
- **CAT 6**: ATLAN CAT6 POE AT-2227

### Coaxial Lines
- **Coaxial**: ATFFREQ AT-2102/AT-2126